Harvest Operations Corp. is a diverse energy company based out of Calgary offering exposure to
conventional upstream oil and natural gas production and SAGD operations. We are focused on identifying
opportunities to create and deliver value with an active development program and a technical approach
taken to maximize our assets. Harvest is committed to protecting the health and well-being of our people,
the public and the environment through every decision and action taken each day.
Harvest has an immediate opening for a Field Operator reporting to the Foreman. This is a contract, full
time position in the Caroline area. Applicants must live within 35 min of the location in order to meet
allowable response time for callouts.
Key Responsibilities:









Ensure field operations follow health, safety and environmental policies and procedures;
participate in safety and environmental inspections at facility.
Perform day-to-day production related activities for facility; identify optimization techniques to
increase production and/or reduce downtime; coordinate day-to-day operation and upkeep of
facility.
Position involves a rotating day/night shift work schedule
Ensure accurate and timely capture of facility costs; participate in operating cost reduction
initiatives.
Assist with inventory management for area; source equipment for performing maintenance
tasks in accordance with procurement procedures.
Identify facility maintenance needs with the Lead Operator; assist in the development of
preventative maintenance plans, procedures and schedules; coordinate and provide input on
facility upgrades.
Input key field data into production reporting system in line with operational requirements.
Maintenance chemical pumps, house keeping and other tasks.

Qualifications:









4th Class Power Engineering, Gas Processing Courses, Technical diploma or journeyman
certificate in a related discipline would be an asset.
Valid Class 5 driver’s license, ability to operate UTV, skid steer.
Minimum of 3 years of operating experience with dehydration equipment, pump jacks, pc
screw pumps, plunger lifts, compression, pressure vessels, injection pumps, and a good
understanding of process would be an asset.
Self-motivated with a strong work ethic and positive attitude.
Positive team player
Safety conscious
Working knowledge of MS Office; knowledge of SCADA based control systems and PVR would
be asset.
Required to maintain all safety and regulatory courses.

Harvest Operations Corp. provides ongoing professional development and opportunities for career
advancement. Please visit Harvest’s website at www.harvestenergy.ca to learn more about our company.
Please send your resume and cover letter to:
Email: careers@harvestenergy.ca

*Please reference “Job Posting - #10075 – Field Operator, Caroline” in the subject of your email.
We sincerely thank those who apply, however, only those applicants selected for an interview will be
contacted.

